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THEME:
Hats can signify many different types of work and play, and sometimes it’s fun to try some on for size!

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
R.R. Pottle the Third shows readers that dreams can come true...at the change of a hat.
LeVar Learns that hats can signify many different types of work and play. When he puts on a jockey’s cap, he visits a race track, rides in a horse race and experiences the thrill of the winner’s circle. A goalie’s helmet takes him to an ice rink where he joins a professional hockey team and learns what it’s like to be a goalie. With an engineer’s hat, he is whisked away to a house-sized model train display.

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:
Before viewing the program, brainstorm a list of all the different types of hats that people wear. After watching, add other hats to the list. Discuss reasons why people wear hats, such as protection, warmth, a clothing accessory, a type of identification (with a job), etc. Ask the students what hat they would pick at “Hats to Where?” and why they would choose that hat.
Discuss the different types of collections mentioned in the story (hats, umbrellas, canes). What other kinds of things do people collect? Invite students to tell about their own collections.

CURRICULUM EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:
Using the list of hats generated by the class (see discussion above) and the hats from the vocabulary study, have students sort them into categories, such as “Hats people wear when they work,” “Hats people wear when they play,” or “Hats to dress up in.” Students will probably notice that some hats fall into more than one category (for example, in the program, the goalie’s hat could be for work and play).
Have a variety of old hats available for students to use for creative drama. They might use the hats when acting out familiar stories or make up stories that the hats themselves inspire.

Explore hat vocabulary with students. Start with hats such as the following: beret, bonnet, bowler, derby, beanie, Panama, fez, sombrero, pith helmet, tam-o-shanter, and others. Have students research what each hat looks like and the circumstances in which it is worn. Provide magazines and catalogs so that they might search for pictures of these unique hats.
Have students write a sequel to the story featuring R. R. Pottle IV. Before writing, discuss ways that she might be both similar to and different from her parents. (They already know she likes shoes.)
Provide all sorts of materials and have students design a hat. Materials might include cloth scraps, felt, fabric trims, buttons, sequins, ribbon, yarn, pom poms or different kinds of papers. Hats might be flat or three dimensional.
Have a “Hat Day,” for which students may bring hats to school and wear them during the day. Using their hats and the drama center hats, categorize them according to different features, such as color, fabric, style, bill or brim/no bill or brim, primary function (worn during play, keeps head warm, etc.), and others. Students might also graph the colors of hats in the “Hat Day” collection.
Have students draw self-portraits of their faces and cut them out. Attach the faces to a bulletin board under the title, “Whose Hat?” Also have each student draw a hat that represents an interest, talent, hobby, personality trait—a hat that would remind others of that person. (Encourage them not to let classmates see their hat drawing.) Put the hats in a box and draw them out one at a time, allowing students to match the hat with the person and place it on the correct head. On other days, students might enjoy “trying on” another person’s hat (by switching them on the bulletin board) to see what it looks like on their head.

Make available some library resources and have students investigate facts about hats. Have them write each fact on a hat shape and display them on a long strip of paper (a “hat rack”). Areas of research might include John Stetson’s invention of the cowboy hat, the actions of Minna Hall and Harriet Hemenway to outlaw the use of birds’ feathers on hats, or other information about the origins and wearing of hats.

RELATED THEMES:
shoes
occupations
clothing

RELATED READING RAINBOW PROGRAMS:
Program #33 — Imogene’s Antlers
Program #69 — Florence And Eric Take The Cake
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